Mandarin Immersion Magnet School
School Decision-Making Committee
November 6, 2023

- Welcome

- Roles and Duties
  - Chairperson – Cindy Tiet
  - Minutes – Mr. Silveira
  - Timekeeper – Mr. Pineda

- SDMC Meeting Schedule – Changes in dates or additional meetings may be held if needed
  - January 22, 2024
  - March 18, 2024
  - May 13, 2024

- Budget – State of the School
  - Enrollment – 792 Students
  - Current Average Daily Attendance: Dropped from 98.1% to 97.7% stomach bug, flu/ sick season
    - YTD Estimated Funding Lost Due to Absences: $23,335.84
  - State Accountability – Not officially released next semester? Possible

- School Action Plan 23-24 < Supposed to take the place of SIP. Which one takes priority? Achievement, engagement, literacy and sped.
  - Key Action #1: Increase student achievement of all students being served in special education as measured by their IEP goals and STAAR/STAAR-ALT performance in Reading and Math.
  - Key Action #2: Raise the level of student-teacher engagement with the use of multiple response strategies.
  - Key Action #3: Strengthen literacy instruction across all grade levels by implementing effective instructional strategies focused on enhancing reading, writing, speaking, and listening skills.
  - Key Action #4: Use Level Learning program to create and implement a Mandarin curriculum to reinforce content, vocabulary, and skill (including oral) standards for each grade level.

- School Improvement Plan 23-24< Components that are required to be addressed - “must haves” in SIP
  - Key Action #1: MIMS will continue to increase opportunities for parent and community engagement.
    - Increase VIPS volunteer hours at MIMS. Logging in hours through VIPS
ii. Provide opportunities for parents to be involved in the day-to-day school operations (ie. copying, MIMS store, Magnet Tours, etc.)

iii. Providing consistent and timely communication to parents and community using the weekly MIMS Chronicle, Tea with Tiet, Mornings with Mari, BLOOMZ, School Messenger, etc.

➢ **Key Action #2:** The campus leadership team will actively recruit quality candidates to fill any vacancies and continue to work on retaining our teachers by improving campus culture and by being cognizant of timelines for our Mandarin teachers on visas.
   
   i. High teacher retention rate.
   
   ii. Zero teachers on visas having to be removed from the classroom due to visa concerns.
   
   iii. Fully-staffed during the school year.

➢ **Key Action #3:** The leadership team will work to build trust, transparency, and rapport with all staff members to rebuild a positive campus culture amongst our staff and parents. *We’re not a FACE school. Survey responses from last Possip – results were overall positive.*
   
   i. Overall positive survey results from staff/parents at the end of the school year
   
   ii. Higher teacher and staff retention at the end of the year.
   
   iii. Approachability of the leadership team for teachers and staff members to come with questions and concerns.

➢ **Key Action #4:** MIMS will continue to prioritize teachers’ implementation of high-quality instruction to achieve the Masters grade level goals through increased student engagement using Multiple Response Strategies, focused PLCs, and on-the-spot coaching and feedback. The Leadership Team will lead PLCs and vertical planning sessions based on data from our spot observations and common/interim assessments. Even though all Multiple Response Strategies were introduced during pre-service days, we will strengthen Multiple Response Strategies during PLCs throughout the school year. *Frequency and use as it is effective on our campus. They are being used and despite the nomenclature, the engagement must be 100%.*
   
   i. Improved Student Outcomes
   
   ii. Teachers are scoring 2/2 of Domain 1 and 6-8/8 on Domain 2: Teachers set clear LO and DOL as reflected on their lesson plans and Agenda Board.

- **Vote on SIP:** For: Motion set by Mr. Frank Lin to approve SIP plan. 2nd by Mrs. Butler: Results: all approved

- **Magnet Tours/School Choice**
  
  ➢ School Choice Platform will open in January 2024. *Turn out in the fall was smaller but scheduling on Saturdays might conflict with schedules with parents and other commitments.*
  
  ➢ Continue to spread the word to friends/neighbors.
  
  ➢ Ms. Guo will be looking into schools who offer Mandarin in Enrichment Rotation to see if they have Middle School Magnet Night.
Last year, we had ~400 applicants for PreK, ~300 applicants for K, ~400 applicants for 6th grade.

Will offer more screener dates/times to capture more eligible applicants in Grades 2-5.

Has there been inquiry about our status? How do feeder patterns affect our accountability rating? So far, undetermined. Time will tell.

Transparency and trust need to be established by upper management because it might affect future evaluations and commitments.

St. George, Kolter, Roberts <Mandarin connection> Hua Xia and all the campuses to take tours. Parents and communities hedging bets on what will happen.

Hopefully clarity will come regarding top down communication on applications dates, deadlines, tours et. al. Will pursue further.

Focusing on why students leave but also how/why students stay?

**Other Events/Concerns/Updates:**

Please provide clarification about the MIMS dress code as it relates to outerwear. Can kids wear non-uniform colored heavy coats? What about inside the classroom? If classroom parkas need to be uniform colored, can they have a logo?

Outside recess wear is not restricted. However, inside the campus building must be compliant. Logos need to be smaller. Teacher discretion of students wearing coats in the classroom is acceptable but while outside in the hallways must be compliant. Larger print types are the biggest concern. Grey (outer wear) is not in our dress code but..

We needed to update in the summer. However, the dress code cannot be micromanaged. Very difficult to police since we find ourselves in a position to redo it so lean more towards comfort and making it less cumbersome on teachers who need to take time and energy to police. It is creating resentment among staff of uneven enforcement. In terms of equity, we must approach with iron fist to either choose a uniform OR only loose dress code. There can not be in the middle.

Is it possible to recognize honor roll students with “A’s” and “B’s”?

Possible FEPRA violation.

Valedictorian qualifications and rankings.

Can the student handbook be made available? There are two links on MIMS’ website, but neither work. It works.

What extra projects/activities are available for GT kids? Last year a parent was directed to Renzulli app on Clever, but some of the links no longer worked. Renzulli may be being removed. TPSP is taking its place. Communicate to different grade levels on what is offered and where.

Who is the contact for safety issues because ground conditions? Mr. Lupe? There is a pothole at the MS pick up gate near the retention pond. When walking toward McCullough, it is to the left of the sidewalk. (attached picture) Yes he is in charge and if he can not fix it he knows how to communicate a resolution.
In Attendance:

Rachel Simpson
Patricia Butler
Jamie Russo
Gabriel Silveira
George Pineda
Jennifer Kapral
Steven Wang
Angie Joe
Frank Lin
Niraj Jain (online)